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WELCOME TO THIS QUIZ

Usage Rights  
All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in 
any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, scanning, or otherwise, 
without the prior written permission of the publisher. 

Disclaimer 
All the material contained in this book is provided for educational and informational purposes only.  
No responsibility can be taken for any results or outcomes resulting from the use of this material. 
While every attempt has been made to provide information that is both accurate and effective,  
the author does not assume any responsibility for the accuracy or use/misuse of this information.

Hello! I am happy you signed up to take this Quiz to find the perfect career fit for your 
innate Personality so you can leverage your talents for stress free success. This is not 
the usual information that you get in mainstream articles or classes about finding a 
profession so listen well to the explanations. 

This content is based on my research in neurobiology, experience coaching high 
performing business people & dealing with clients as a psychosomatic illness therapist.  

Thanks for following along and enjoy becoming more of who you are meant to be! 

To Living Your Life Your Way, 
Diana Dentinger 

Awarded Top 100 World Women Achievers 2018 
Creator of the Your Life Your Way™ Profile 
Host of Your Life Your Way Podcast 
Author of "Modus Vivendi Your Life Your Way" 
International Speaker & Neurobiology therapist 
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READ THIS BRIEF EXPLANATION ABOUT HOW TO TAP 
INTO YOUR POTENTIAL FOR GREATER SUCCESS

In my over 25 years of Corporate Training, Team Building and One on One Coaching,  
I have rigorously researched personality and human performance, as well as become a 
neurobiology therapist adding the most leading edge and deep understanding of exactly 
how every person’s brain and behaviour are programmed. 

In groups or individually, I help people access their innate talents so they use their 
fullest potential to accomplish more in life with less stress. Each person gets their 
unique YOUR LIFE YOUR WAY Profile™ that gives them moving descriptions and key 
words of who they are so they feel resourceful & resilient in every situation. 

You are not a “type”. Nor can you be put in a category. You have a unique combination 
of “Personality Needs” that drive your behaviour and performance. Contained in these 
Needs are your fuller potential. You must know what they are, be able to describe them 
and see yourself being them. This information is in your brain, DNA and cells, you just 
need a tool to access it.  Your goal now with this checklist is to become familiar with the 
22 Unique Personality Needs and feel which are most like you.

There are 12 facets of Complete Personality 
(seen on the model to the left) and in each of 
these facets you have a unique Need. 
 
Personality & Performance is complex, but I 
have simplified it for you.  

How you apply yourself in “Work” and the 
success you have, will be determined by how 
well you access your Needs in the 3 facets in 
“orange”. These are your Work Need, your 
Intellectual Need and your Social Need.  
Read now the list on the next page. 
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ADAPTABLE NEED 
I listen to offer vaster perspective.

ADVENTUROUS NEED 
I train to achieve in many directions. 

BALANCED NEED 
I weigh the pros and cons to best decide.

CONNECTED NEED 
I mediate to make agreements and heal.

CONSCIENTIOUS NEED 
I coach others to become aware.

DYNAMIC NEED 
I move projects from start to finish.

ENGAGING NEED 
I communicate and produce creatively.

ENTERTAINING NEED 
I guide others to discover their place.

ESTABLISHED NEED 
I lead others to give them stability.

EXPRESSIVE NEED 
I launch my talents in an explosive way.

INDEPENDENT NEED 
I realize myself in work to be free.

INNOVATIVE NEED 
I experiment to start many things.

INSPIRING NEED 
I follow my calling to inspire others.

KNOWLEDGABLE NEED 
I study information to be prepared.

MAGNETIC NEED 
I use discipline to control details.

NURTURING NEED 
I intuit needs to deepen the experience.

ORIGINAL NEED 
I take off to create the future.

PASSIONATE NEED 
I use creative focus to investigate.

QUESTIONING NEED 
I reflect to analyse crisis situations.

RADICAL NEED 
I transform things to build new structures.

SELECTIVE NEED 
I make things pleasurable to the senses.

SUPPORTIVE NEED 
I construct to succeed with others.

CHOOSE 3 PERSONALITY NEEDS FROM THE LIST 
THAT BEST DESCRIBE YOUR INNATE TALENTS
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WRITE THE KEY WORDS OF THE 3 NEEDS YOU CHOSE  
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1 2 3

NOW SEE YOURSELF. WHAT PRECISELY ARE YOU DOING? 
HOW DO YOU FEEL? DESCRIBE YOUR IDEAL DAY. 

IN WHAT KIND OF WORK ENVIRONMENT ARE YOU? 
WHAT TYPE OF PEOPLE ARE YOU WITH?  

FOR THE MAXIMUM CLARITY & CONFIDENCE FOR A DECISION, 
HOP ON A 1.5 HOUR COACHING SESSION WITH DIANA! 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YOUR POTENTIAL FOR GREATER SUCCESS AND  
STRESS FREE ACHIEVING RESIDES IN SELF KNOWING 

As an ice breaker at the start of every Corporate Training Team Building seminar,  
I always ask each participant to write down their top 10 talents and share them with  
the person sitting next to them.  

I continue to be amazed at how difficult this is for people. First off, they do not know 
how to describe what they do well (because they don’t know) or use very generic 
adjectives like “intelligent, enthusiastic, logical, compassionate, honest, open”. 

But these are concept words that don’t empower them be infinitely resourceful and 
productive, especially in stressful work conditions. Only until they got the deeper 
meaning and clarity of their innate talents through coaching could they finally access 
their fullest potential! My biggest contribution has been to help busy entrepreneurs 
and stressed out executives stop “losing themselves” on their path to success.  

Over the years I have seen an increase in burnout with people doing anything to get the 
role, title or money; an increase in people feeling empty just going through the motions 
of their job (and in their relationships too) without feeling what they do matters; an 
increase in low vitality (let’s call it “undiagnosed” depression) with people not knowing 
how to get what they want and turning themselves off (while distracting themselves on 
social media and turning on the latest game or TV series).  

Remember: Science shows you are only using 33% or less of your DNA, which means 
you are even using that small percentage of your human potential. That is why you feel 
stressed and frustrated about how to approach work and often confused about which 
job is the best fit for who you innately are!  

To help you get life changing clarity so you have greater confidence to achieve your 
boldest dreams, I have put together SPECIAL OFFERS so you grow your career, gain 
more success, balance work with life and finally gain the freedom of choices and 
opportunities… just by tapping into who you already are! 
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KNOW TO LIVE YOUR EVERY TALENT  
& TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR LIFE BEING YOUR BEST

6

• Trust Your Inner Knowing 
• Feel More Confident 
• Stop Living on Other’s Terms 
• Create a Life of Meaning 
• Love Yourself & What You Do 
• Communicate Clearly with Others

CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT MORE

• Use Your Talents for Success 
• Live Your Purpose to Contribute 
• Resolve Personality Conflicts  
• Be Yourself with Everyone 
• Create Your Dream Lifestyle 
  and so much more....

There are 3 OPTIONS to get crystal clear on ALL YOUR TALENTS so you can:
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OPTION 1: YOUR LIFE PURPOSE - Core 3 Personality Needs with 10 Day 
Video Training - Usually €97 but with the Coupon Code PURPOSE  

VALUED AT €297 - Get 93% off  NOW ONLY €7 
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REMEMBER,  THERE ARE 12 FACETS TO YOUR 
COMPLETE PERSONALITY WITH YOUR SET OF TALENTS.
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CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT MORE
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GET YOUR 

COMPLETE PROFILE 

FOR ONLY €297

€49

1. YOUR CORE PERSONALITY 

 2. YOUR PERSONAL PROJECT 

 3. YOUR PERSONAL PLUS 

 4. YOUR REACTION NEED  

 5. YOUR EMOTIONAL NEED  

 6. YOUR INTELLECTUAL NEED 

Personality is complex but I have simplified how you can fully live your Unique Individual 
Needs in all the Facets of your complete Personality. Here are the names of the 12 Facets and 

remember you have one of the Needs from the QUIZ in each facet! YES you are so much more! 

 7. YOUR BALANCE NEED 

 8. YOUR RELATIONSHIP NEED 

 9. YOUR WORK NEED 

10. YOUR HOME NEED 

11. YOUR SOCIAL NEED 

12. YOUR RECONNECT NEED 

mailto:contact@dianadentinger.com
https://www.dianadentinger.com
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GET YOUR COMPLETE PROFILE & COACHING
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CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT MORE

OPTION 3: ONE ON ONE POWER 90 Minute Call 
YOUR LIFE YOUR WAY PDF PROFILE PACKAGE with Bonuses 

Usually €497 but with the Coupon Code EMPOWER get 60% off 
VALUED AT €1525  NOW YOURS FOR ONLY €197

OPTION 2: Do it Yourself Personality Profile with 4 Part Masterclasses  
Usually €297 but massive discounts with your Country Coupon Code 

VALUED AT €1369  NOW FROM €15 TO €49
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CLEAR      You know your innate abilities 
    You overcome confusion and doubt 
    You see the direction of your life  

CONNECTED  You feel connected to who you are 
    You live in deeper self love 
     You stop worrying about the future  
    

CREATIVE   You develop more options  
    You feel comfortable sharing with others  
    You know there are energies on your side 

CONFIDENT  You feel empowered being yourself 
    You take more decisive action 
    You do better and create momentum 

   

CONCENTRATED You focus on priority tasks   
    You are less pulled by “shiny objects” 
    You easily enter into the zone and flow 

CONCRETE   You produce tangible results   
    You attract more ways to live yourself 
    You “close” and “open” necessary doors

THE MASSIVE BENEFITS OF KNOWING WHO YOU ARE 
TO ALWAYS BE ABLE TO REINVENT YOURSELF
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SEE YOU SOON 
IN YOUR PROFILE MASTERCLASS TRAINING 

CLICK HERE FOR SPECIAL OFFERS  

LIKE, SHARE & FOLLOW

https://www.facebook.com/
diana.dentinger.speaker

https://
www.instagram.co
m/dianadentinger/ 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/
dianadentinger

https://
www.youtube.com/user/
dianadentinger 

https://twitter.com/
DianaDentinger 

https://plus.google.com/u/
0/+DianaDentinger21 

http://
yourlifeyourway.libsyn.com/
website

https://
itunes.apple.co
m/it/podcast/
your-life-your-
way/ 

https://
www.dianadentinge
r.com/blogs/news 

https://www.facebook.com/YourLifeYourWayGlobal
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